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Abstract This paper describes an application of two formal methods-the Z notation and 
the action systems formalism-to the problem of network routi.ng. A distributed algorithm 
for generating routi.ng tables is specified and proved correct. The paper shows also how 
parallel composition of action systems can be used to model the network as a single abstract 
data type; this may be implemented to provide a simulation of network behaviour. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This paper is a case study in the application of formal methods. The subject is the 
generation of routing tables in communication networks; the methods chosen are the Z 
notation [4] and the action systems formalism [1, 7, 2, 3]. The study proves a useful test 
of formal methods: the network routing problem is non-trivial, and the correctness of a 
solution is not easily established by informal argument. 

The Z notation is a technique for model-based specification. It has been used with 
some success to specify systems in which states, and state changes, provide an adequate 
and concise description of system behaviour. However, Z has its limitations: there is stiU 
no accepted way to describe concurrent behaviour. 

An action system consists of a state variable, an initialisation, and a set of actions. In 
the original approach of [1], two or more systems may interact through shared variables. 
An alternative approach, taken in [7], allows interaction only through shared actions. This 
work was extended in [2] to provide a theory of value-passing action systems. 

These two formal methods are complementary. Used together, they are powerful 
indeed. We may use action systems to describe those aspects of a system which involve 
communication and concurrent execution, and the Z notation to describe state information, 
whether distributed or localised Such a synthesis was proposed in [3] and is well-suited 
to the problem of network routing: the aim is to provide consistent state information, and 
the algorithms used are distributed across nodes. 
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The paper begins with a brief introduction to communication networks and routing 
algorithrns. We continue with an overview of Z and action systems notation: this is ne
cessarily brief, and the interested reader is referred to [2] for a full explanation. We then 
present a formal description of a simple routing algorithrn, using Z to describe the data 
structures and operations associated with a network node, and action systems to describe 
the way in which the output of one node is related to the input of another. 

The formal description allows us to establish that the sequence of routing information 
messages sent between nodes terminates: the algorithrn is convergent. The remainder of 
our formal analysis is concemed with the state of the network after the algorithrn has 
terminated. We are able to establish that the routing tables generated are correct, and that 
they correspond to minimum cost routes. The proof involves a consideration of network 
topology and a series of inductive arguments. 

Having verified the algorithm, we show how the parallel composition of node action 
systems can be used to produce a sequential representation of network behaviour. This may 
be refined to produce a reliable software simulation of the distributed routing algorithm. 
The paper ends with a short discussion of the case study, including an explanation of how 
the work can be extended to more elaborate routing algorithms. 

2. NElWORK ROUI"ING 

A communication network consists of a set of nodes and a set of connecting links. 
The purpose of the network is to transmit data from one node to another, via a series 
of intermediate nodes if necessary. Given any pair of nodes, there will often be a choice 
of routes from one to the other; some of these routes will be better than others. This is 
quantified by associating a cost with each link in the network; the cost of a route is the sum 
of the costs of the links involved. 

Each node maintains a routing table; these are used to determine the best route 
between pairs of nodes. It is not necessary to store information about complete routes; 
each node need only know the first step towards any given destination. The subsequent 
steps will be determined by successive nodes as the data reaches them. The routing table 
is thus a list of first steps, together with a list of route costs. By storing cost information 
in the routing tables, we aim to ensure that each piece of data is passed via the best route 
available: the route with the lowest cost. 

In some networks, there may be two costs associated with each link-one measuring 
delay, another measuring capacity-and hence two classes of service. In these networks, 
the two costs are used independently, in that each has its own set of routing tables. If the 
generation of routing tables is independent of the utilisation of nodes and links-as it is 
here-then we may approach the routing problem as if we were dealing with two separate, 
single-cost networks. 

Figure 1 depicts a small network with five nodes and seven links; each link is labelled 
with a cost value. There is more than one route between any pair of nodes; in some cases 
there is more than one minimum cost route: e.g., both ABC and ADC are minimum cost 
routes between A and C, each with a cost of 6. Further, the minimum cost route may not 
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dest cost hop 

A 6 D 
B 3 B 
c o -
D 5 D 
E 9 B 

Figure 1. A simple network 

be the one with the fewest links-the route CDE has two links and a cost of 10, while the 
route CBAE has three links and a cost of 9. 

The routing table at C -also shown in Figure 1-has an entry for each node in the 
network. The entry for node A tells us that the cost of the route to A is 6, and the link to 
be used for data bound for A from C is the link to D. If we specify only that routing tables 
should contain minimum cost routes, then the entry 'A 6 B' is equally acceptable. This 
non-determinism in the specification is resolved in our algorithm by taking the minimum 
cost route that comes into service first. 

Each node has link level software responsible for reporting the cost of each link. It is 
a function of the link level to ensure that the cost reported to the nodes at either end of 
the link is the same. It is also a function of the link level to report the identity of the node 
at the other end of a link. 

Assuming that the link level software is functioning correctly, we can use the follow
ing algorithm to generate and maintain routing tables: as links appear, each node sends 
out offer messages, describing destinations and the costs associated with them. These cor
respond to the contents of fhe sending node's routing table. When an offer arrives, the 
receiving node consults its routing table; if the offer represents a cheaper route, then the 
table is adjusted and the neighbours are informed. 

In the following sections, we will show that this algorithm is convergent, in that the 
configuration process terminates after a finite number of messages, and that the routing 
tables it generates are adequate: there is an entry for every reachable node which is added 
to the network; accurate: these entries reflect the true cost of getting there; optimal: these 
entries give the first step and the true cost of a minimum cost route. 
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3. FORMAL NOTATION 

We use Z schemas to describe abstract data types and to encapsulate pieces of math

ematicallogic. Each Z schema is a named pattern: 

SchemaName ______ _ 

declarations 

predicate 

To model system state, we use schemas of the form 

State _________ _ 

variables 

invariant 

where invariant is expressed in terms of variables, and describes some invariant property 

of the state. 
We define operations upon the state by relating the state before the operation to the 

state after. We apply a special decoration' to the components of a schema to indicate the 

values taken by the various variables after the operation has been performed. We employ 

the usual Z conventions concerning 6. and B. 
We apply other decorations to schemas to abbreviate renaming or labelling: e.g., if 

State describes a node state, we use StateA to describe the state of node A. In case of 

multiple decorations, we do not distinguish between StateA' and State~. We use an explicit 

bindingnotation: thepair 4s- x, t- y~ denotes a bindingin whichcomponent sis bound 

to x and component t is bound to y. 

A value-passing action system [2] consists of a state variable, an initialisation, and a 

set of actions. Each action consists of a guard and a command: the guard is a predicate 

which must be satisfied for the action to occur; the command describes the change in state 

associated with the action. 
We use state schemas to represent the state variable and its initialisation, predicate 

schemas to represent the guards, and operation schemas to represent the changes in state. 

Every action is either an input or an output. For example, 

action c in m: M :- G - Op 

corresponds to an input from communication channel c of value m with type M. The guard 

is schema G, while schema Op describes the resulting change in state. Some care must be 

taken concerning the choice of input guards if the description is to reflect our intentions. 

In our use of action systems, any attempt at communication will satisfy the corresponding 

input guards. 
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We use a replication construct for to represent indexed sets of channels. A typical 
action system would be: 

var State 

initially Statelnit' 

for n E N action tyom.n in m: MessageType :
InGuard - Input 

for n E N action· to.n out m: MessageType :
OutGuard - Output 

where the guard and operation schemas may include instances of variable n. 

A value-passing action system may be given a CSP-style failures-divergences semantics: 
e.g., the above system may engage in a synchronous communication of the form to.n.m 

whenever the OutGuard is satisfied. For the purposes of this paper, we are interested 
only in the trace component of this semantics: the possible sequences of communication 
actions, starting from the point of initialisation. 

Action systems may be treated as CSP processes, and placed in indexed parallel com
positions of the form 

lltei ocNode; : Node, 

where node process Node1 has interface ocNode1 in the resulting network. Two action sys
tems operating in parallel must synchronise upon any action which appears in both inter
faces. For example, if ocNodeA includes the output action a.b, and ocNode8 includes the 
input action a.b, then the two nodes may synchronise upon events of the form a.b.m. Such 
an event represents the transmission of a message m from NodeA to Node8 • If the paral
lel composition is written as a single action system, this communication will appear as an 
output. 

4. FORMAL DESCRIPTION 

4.1. Node state 
Each node in the network will be given a name from the set Node, and each link cost 

value will be a natural number: 

Cost== N 

An offer message will include a destination and a price and will be passed in an envelope 
marked with sender and receiver: 

Offer ________________ ___ 

l de~t:Node 
Lpnce: Cost 

Envelope ________ _ 

Offer 
sender : Node 
receiver : Node 
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Each node has a routing table indexed by node names. Each entry contains the name of a 
neighbouring node and a cost value; these represent the first step towards the given node, 
and the total cost of getting there. We declare a null neighbour and a suitable schema of 
type RTEntry. 

NullEntry ______ _ 
RTEntry _______ _ 

1 hop:Node 
1 cost: Cost 

RTEntry 

hop= null 
cost= O 

The routing table has an entry for any destination for which the node has received an offer: 

RTState _______________________ _ 

nodeid : Node 
routemap : Node - RTEntry 

'V n : Node • routemap n = (} NullEntry = n = nodeid 

We represent the routing table using a partial function routemap and a node name nodeid, 

which records the identity of the current node. The destination cost of the current node is 
zero. The NullEntry may appear only as a node's routing table entry for itself. 

Each node maintains a link table, giving the destination cost for each of its neighbours: 
the metric value of the corresponding link. We model this as a partial function, and refer 
to the domain of this function as the set neighbours. Each node maintains a queue of offer 
messages awaiting transmission to neighbouring nodes: 

LState _________ _ 

neighbours : P Node 
linkmap : Node - Cost 

QState ________ _ 

[ queue: P Envelope 

neighbours = dom linkmap 

The correctness of the algorithm does not require a FIFO queue, so we have chosen to model 
the queue as a set of envelopes. 

The complete state of a node includes its links, its routing table and its message queue: 

NState ________ _ 

LState 
RTState 
QState 

This abstract data type is initialised with an empty set of neighbours, an empty linkmap, 
and an empty queue. 
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4.2. Node operations 
We define three operations upon this datatype. The operation LinkUp describes what 

happens when a link comes into service: the node must change its linkmap and neighbours 
to reflect the new link, and send its entire routing table to the new neighbour. The operation 
EnvelopeOut describes the effect of passing a message to a neighbour. This operation will 
fail if the queue is empty. 

The third operation describes the effect of receiving an offer message from a neigh
bouring node. If the offered destination is unknown, or the offered cost is an improvement, 
then the routing table must be mod.ified: 

OfferNewRou~--------------------------------------------
ll.QState 
ll.RTState 
ELState 
e?: Envelope 
newcost: Cost 

e?.receiver = nodeid 
e?.sender E neighbours 
newcost = linkmap e?.sender + e?.price 
e?.dest rt domroutemap v newcost < (routemap e?.dest).cost 
nodeid' = nodeid 
routemap' = routemap ED {e?.dest .... fcost- newcost, hop- e?.sender~} 

queue' = queue u {Envelope 1 receiver E neighbours A sender = nodeid A 

price = newcost A dest = e?.dest} 

This operation has no effect upon the link table, but it changes both the routing table and 
the output queue. 

The routemap component is updated to include a new entry for the node e?.dest-the 
destination component of the envelope. The cost component of the new entry is newcost; 
this is equal to the offer price plus the cost of getting to the first hop. The hop component 
is e?.sender: the name of the node which sent the envelope. 

The output queue is also updated: it now includes an envelope for each of the neigh
bouring nodes, containing an improved price for the destination node. The precondition 
for this operation is quite simple: the envelope has arrived at the current node from a 
known neighbour, and contains a better offer for some destination. 

If the alternative possibility-that the offered cost is no improvement-is covered by 
schema OfferOldRoute, then the Envelopeln operation may be defined by 

Envelopeln == (OfferNewRoute v OfferOldRoute) \ newcost 

where newcost, used only as a local variable, is hidden. 
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4.3. Node communications 
We may model the communicating behaviour of a node using a value-passing action 

system: 

var NState 

initially NStatelnit 

for nE Node action n.nodeid in e?: Envelope :
InGuard - Envelopeln 

for nE Node action nodeid.n out el: Envelope :

OutGuard - EnvelopeOut 

for n E Node action link.nodeid.n in c? : Cost:

LinkGuard - LinkUp 

This description includes the state variables (NState) and their initialisation (NStatelnit). 

For each action, there is an input or output event, a guard, and a schema name. 

The guards describe conditions that must be satisfied for that action: e.g., we allow 

an input from node n only if the sender component matches n, and an output to n only if 

there is an envelope for n in the queue. 

InGuard _________ _ 

n: Node 
e? : Envelope 

e?.sender = n 

A similar guard is defined for the LinkUp operation. 

OutGuard _______ _ 

n:Node 
el : Envelope 
queue : P Envelope 

elE queue 
el. receiver = n 

The input guard is a consistency property upon our communication structure; in prac

tice, it will be satisfied by every attempt at transmission. Similarly, the match of receiver 

and n is actually a state invariant of the action system; we include it here as an aid to 

comprehension. In each case, we have a guard which is stronger than the corresponding 

precondition. This is enough to guarantee that we will never call an operation in a circum

stance in which it will abort. 

4.4. Network communications 
The communicating behaviour of the network may be modelled by a parallel combin

ation of node action systems: 

Network_Process = llieNodelnter(acei: Node..Processi 

Each node is represented by an indexed action system of the form Node..Processi. This is 

obtained from the action system above by decorating ali state variables with subscript i. 
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The interface to node process i is given by 

Interface; = U : Node • i.j} u U: Node • j.i} u U: Node • link.i.j} 

We will insist later that nodeid; is identica! to i. 
Our proof of consistency of routing information will require results about adjacent 

nodes. We may use the rule for parallel composition of action systems given in [2] to rewrite 
the parallel composition Node.....ProcessA 11 Node.....ProcessB as a single action system: 

var NStateA A NStateB 

initially NStatelnitA A NStatelnit8 

for nE Node \ {B} action n.A in e?: Envelope :- InGuardA - EnvelopelnA A Relax8 

for n E Node \ {A} action n.B in e?: Envelope :- InGuard8 - Envelopeln8 A RelaxA 

for n E Node \ {B} action A.n out e!: Envelope :- OutGuardA -

EnvelopeOutA A RelaxB 

for n E Node \ {A} action B.n out e!: Envelope :- OutGuard8 -

EnvelopeOutB A ReltlXA 

for nE Node action link.A.n in c?: Cost:- LinkGuardA - LinkUpA A RelWlJJ 

for nE Node action link.A.n in c?: Cost:- LinkGuard8 - LinkUp8 A RelaxA 

actionAR out e!: Envelope :- OutGuardA[Btn] A InGuard8 [Atn, e! te?]-

EnvelopeOutA A Envelopeln8 [ e 1 te?] 

action B.A out e!: Envelope :- OutGuard8 [Atn] A InGuardA[Btn, e! te?] -

Envelope0ut8 A EnvelopelnA [ e! te?] 

where Relax states that the operation has no effect upon the respective node: 

ReltlXA == [NStateA; NState~ 1 ()NStateA = ONState~] 

5. FORMAL ANALYSIS 

5.1. A history variable 
To show that there is a bound upon the number of output communications that a 

single node may perform during configuration, we add a history variable to the node state 

to record envelopes added to the output queue. We obtain a new data type: 

NStateH ________________________ _ 

1 NState 
1 history : seq Envelope 

The initial value of history is O. 
The history may change with Envelopeln: if the incoming envelope contains an offer 

which results in a change in the routing table, then a set of envelopes will be added to the 
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queue. We don't care in which order these envelopes are added to our history sequence, 
as long as they are added contiguously. Accordingly, we insist only that the sequence of 
envelopes added contains the same envelopes as the added set. 

Envelope/11H _____________________ _ 

Envelopeln 

queue' * queue => 3 new: seqEnvelope • history' = history~new A 

queue' \ queue = ran new A 

#(queue' \ queue) =#new 

A similar modification applies to the LinkUp operation. lhe EnvelopeOut operation has no 
effect upon the history: it adds nothing to the queue. 

lhis variable does not affect the evolution of the data type, but merely records certain 
steps as they are made. If we construct the corresponding action system, NodfLProcessJI, 
we find that NodfLProcess ~ NodfLProcessJI with the abstraction invariant between 
them being simply true. lhe events possible in the new process (with history), are precisely 
those that are possible with the old process (without history) we have an equivalence for 
communication refinement: traces[NodfLProcessD = traces[Node..ProcessJID. Any result 
about traces of the enhanced data description will also apply for to the original data type. 

We assume that offers n d h denotes the sequence of offers made to node n concerning 
destination d during history h, and that firstprice n d h and lastprice n d h denote the prices 
given in the first and last of these offers, respectively. With this, the following is an invariant 
property of the enhanced state: 

Invariant __________________________________________________ _ 

NStateH 

Vn,d:Node• 
#offers n d history s (firstprice n d history- lastprice n d history) + 1 

5.2. A proof of convergence 
lhe convergence criterion mentioned in Section 2 can be formulated in terms of the 

traces of the network: 

3 K: N • V s: traces[Network..ProcessD • #s < K 

lhat is, there is a natural number bound on the length of all traces of our process. lhis 
marks the point at which there can be no further communication events pertaining to the 
configuration. 

To demonstrate that this holds of our network action system, we show first that each 
component action system in our parallel combination satisfies a similar property, that for 
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each node process there is some bound upon the number of output events. We note that 

#history = ~d,rr.Node#offers n d history 

If offers n d history = (), then #offers n d history is O. Otherwise, we know from the 
Invariant property of the previous section that 

#offers n d history ~ (irstprice n d history - lastprice n d history + 1 

in which case (irstprice n d history + 1 will serve as a suitable bound. In either case, the 
length of the envelope history at each node is certainly bounded. 

Now consider the action system: the number of output events in each local trace is 
equal to the length of the envelope history, and is thus bounded. The definition of parallel 
composition means that every input event is also an output event; the bound upon output 
events is also a bound upon input events. We conclude that the number of configuration 
events possible for the network is bounded, and hence that the algorithm is convergent. 

5.3. Matching domains 
Once aii queues in the network are empty, if we consider any pair of nodes A and B, 

then the domains of their routemaps should match: 

MatchingDomains _____________________ _ 

NStateA 
NState8 

(queueA = {} A queue8 = {} A A E neighbours8 A B E neighboursA) 
'* dom routemapA = dom routemaps 

which says that, when the configuration process is over, neighbouring nodes will know 
about the same set of possible destinations. 

The way in which we prove this property is instructive: we search for an invariant for 
the action system or data type which proves the above. The property itself is true of every 
state, but it is of the form Condition '* Property where Condition may be false in general. 
We are interested only in those states for which the condition is true, but to get to the next 
state for which that is the case, a whole sequence of operations or actions must take place. 
Thus we cannot hope to show that 

Condition '* Property 1- Condition' '* Property' 

for an arbitrary pair of successive states. 
The chosen invariant must be enough to demonstrate that 

(queueA = {}A queue8 = {}A A E neighbourss A B E neighboursA) 
'* dom routemapA = dom routemaps 
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so it will need to refer to the queues and the routemaps in bothA and B. There is a syrnmetry 
to both the antecedent and the consequent here, so we will attempt to weaken the equality 
to an inequality and prove the result in each direction. 

queueA = {} 1\ B E neighboursA => dom routemapA ,::; dom routemapB 

However, this is still only vacuously true-and hence does not provide enough information 
to show invariance-for certain states. So we look for another property which provides 
at least this information. This requires the intelligence that any discrepancy between the 
routemaps should be compensated for by update envelopes pending in the queue. If we 
address this, then we should have a provable invariant: 

MatchingDomainslnvA ____________________ _ 

NStateA 

NStateB 

B E neighboursA => 

dom routemapA ,::; (dom routemapB u { e : queueA 1 e. receiver = B • e. dest}) 

If there is a discrepancy, then A is trying to tell B about it: there is an offer concerning the 
destination in question sitting in the output queue of A, in an envelope addressed to B. 

Although the invariant property is still an implication, the operation that takes us 
from a state in which the antecedent is false to one in which it is true provides enough 
information in one step to guarantee that the consequent also becomes true. We may 
demonstrate that a symmetric invariant (MatchingDomainslnvB) holds for the data type, 
and thus that 

queueB = {} => (domroutemapB,::; domroutemapA) 

From the combination of these properties, we can deduce MatchingDomains as required. 
Another useful property involves the consistency of cost information held in neigh

bouring nodes. If there is nothing waiting in output queues at the nodes, then taking a hop 
en route to any destination reduces the cost by precisely the cost of the link used for that 
hop. A proof that this property holds of any pair of nodes may be produced in exactly the 
same way as for MatchingDomains, although only one invariant is required this time. 

A third property concerns the optimality of the routing table at a node, relative to all 
of its neighbouring nodes. For any node A, neighbour B and destination C, the cost of C via 
B must be greater than or equal to the route table cost of C from A. This local optimality 
between neighbours is used to prove global optimality of the routing tables across the 
network. 

5.4. Network topology 
To show that the nodes in our network have a consistent view of the routing inform

ation we must consider the shape of the network. This is best seen as a graph, in which 
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the edges are links between nodes and are labelled with the metric, or cost, assigned to 
that link. A network can be represented as a pair (N, ~). where :Nisa set of Nodes, and 
~ is an edge relation (ordered pairs of nodes, each representing a unidirectionallink). We 
assume the existence of a cost function metric upon the graph. 

It is our intention that the routing algorithm should discover the shape of the network, 
as represented by N, ~. and metric. For this tobe possible, the algorithm must be provided 
with correct information by the link level. We call this requirement topological consistency. 

TopologicalConsistency __________________ _ 

NStateA 

'V B: Node • B E domlinkmapA 4* (A,B) E ~A linkmapA B = metric(A,B) 

That is, if the link level is functioning correctly, and the configuration algorithm has stabil
ised, then the information in each linkmap is consistent with the underlying metric. 

A route from node A to node B is a sequence of nodes (Ao,Al, ... ,An) with Ao =A, 
An= B, and (A1_ 1,A1) e ~ (alinkin the network), for i = 1, ... , n. Let 2{ be the set ofroutes 
in a network, let hops r denote the number of links in route r, and let ~ r denote the total 
cost of rout~ r. We may define the set of all minimum cost routes as follows: 

:M : P seqNode 

:Ms;2{ 

'V m, r: seqNode • 
(m e :MA re 2{ A first(m) = first(r) A last(m) = last(r)) ~ ~ m :S ~ r 

where last(m) is the last node in the sequence m. It is possible to prove that this set is 
closed under subsequence. 

5.5. A proof of correctness 

Adequacy If there is a route from A to B, then A has a routing table entry for B. 

Proof by induction upon n-the number of hops in this route from A to B-with 

P(n) == 'V r: seqNode 1 rE 2{ A hops r = n •last(r) E domroutemaPfirst<r> 

Accuracy Each routing table entry corresponds to a route that exists in the network graph: 
i.e., if A has an entry for B, then there is a route r between A and B such that 

(routemapA B).cost = ~ r 

and if (routemapA B).hop * null, there is a route r from A toB with 

(A, (routemapA B).hop) :S r 

where r :S s means that the sequence r is a prefix of the sequence s. 
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Proof by induction upon n-the value of routemapA B.cost-using TopologicalConsistency. 

Optimality If the routing table atA contains the entry { C - ~hop - B, cost - k~} then 
any minimum route from A to C has a metric cost k, and there exists a minimum route 
from A to C such that the first step on this route is from A to B. 

Proof by induction upon n-the number of hops in a minimum cost route-with 

P(n) == (m E :M. A hops m = n) => (routemaPfirst<ml last(m)).cost = ~ m 

Note that there may be more than one minimum cost route, and that one minimum cost 
route need not have the same number of hops as another. 

6. A NETWORK SIMUlATOR 

We may construct a new representation of the network state space, isomorphic to 
the parallel composition of action systems, using a labelling function from the set of node 
names to the schema type NState; we insist that this labelling is consistent with the value 
of nodeid at each node in the network. 

We add also a component net, which records the set of nodes currently regarded as 
'in' the network. This will be left unchanged by any of the network operations described 
in the previous chapters; however, we may wish to record the effect of adding nodes to the 
network: 

NetworkState _______________________ _ 

node : Node - NState 
net: FNode 

'V n: net • (node n).nodeid = n 

The function node associates each node name currently in use with a node state. We insist 
that the name associated with the node is the same as its interna! value of nodeid. We may 
initialise the network simply by initialising each node. 

We relate operations upon the network state to operations upon individual node 
states; we are then able to describe their effect using existing operation schemas. The 
bindings before and after these operations are associated with the node states as returned 
by function node: e.g., consider the network operation which corresponds to the commu
nication of a message between two nodes; this is described by the following schema: 
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Communkauon ____________________________________________ ___ 

ll.NetworkState 
el : Envelope 

"ii n: net 1 n f {e!.sender, e!.receiver} • node n = nodtt n 
net= net' 
3 Envelopeln1 • 3 Envelope0ut2 • 

node e!.receiver = 9NState1 A nodtt e!.receiver = BNState~ 
node e!.sender = 9NState2 A nodtt e!.sender = 9NState'z 
el= e?1 = elz 

The change in state of the receiving node is described by the operation Envelopeln; that 
of the sending node is described by the operation EnvelopeOut. We decorate the schemas 
describing these operations, and associate their bindings. 

The above operation has an output: the envelope passed between the nodes. We use 
schemas to encapsulate outputs from our network simulator: 

Ou~ut ______________________________________________ __ 

(rom!, tol : Node 
el : Envelope 

(rom!= e!.sender A tol= e!.receiver 

Similarly, we may use a schema Input to describe the type of input values to an operation 
Link: this would model the addition of a new link to the network. With an appropriate 
choice of channel names, we obtain an action system description for our simulator: 

var NetworkState 

initially NetworkStatelnit 

for m, n E Node action comm out out!: Ou~ut :- Communication 

for m, n E Node action link in in? : Input :- Link 

In [6], the author shows how such a system may be implemented using C. The result is a 
reliable software simulation of the distributed routing algorithm. 

7. DISCUSSION 

In this paper, we have shown that formal methods may be usefully applied to the study 
of network routing algorithms. We have described a widely-used method of generating 
routing tables, and demonstrated that it satisfies certain requirements. Although only one 
aspect of network design has been considered, the methods used can be applied to others, 
such as message storage and forwarding, performance modelling, and fault-tolerance. 

In [6], the author shows how the algorithm described here can be extended to support 
adapNve routing, in which link costs may be revised upwards or downwards during the 
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operation of the network. 1bis requires an enhanced node state: it is necessary to rnaintain 
a record of the best offers from each of the neighbouring nodes, and the order in which 
offers are made is important. 

An argument for the correctness of this method for generating routing tables was 
presented in [5]. Although described as formal, the proof included in the paper lacks the 
clarity and discipline of a literate Z specification. The argument is hard to follow, and 
leaves the reader with little understanding of the operation of the algorithm at each node. 
A comparison of the two proofs clearly demonstrates the advantages of formal specification 
techniques. 

The role of the routing algorithm is complementary to that of the message-passing 
system considered in [2]. Here, the author shows that the action systems notation may 
be used to describe the behaviour of nodes while storing and forwarding data packets. A 
fixed set of routes is assumed, and each message follows a route which is determined at its 
point of origin. A method of adaptive routing is also considered, but is based upon node 
congestion, and the algorithm is not distributed. 

Apart from the specification and verification of the routing algorithm, we were also 
able to exhibit a specification of a simulator program. 1bis is most useful, in that the 
resulting simulation is guaranteed to correspond to the network implementation. In both 
cases, the formal description acts as the first stage of a formal-ar rigorous-development 
process, each action or operation can be refined towards code using standard techniques. 
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